Kaizen

Strategically assess your processes, and implement changes in your plant

By organizing and running a rapid process-improvement event, or kaizen, you will be able to assess any area of your organization in need of change or improvement, conduct the necessary training, and take action in a very short period of time, producing immediate results. GaMEP will train and facilitate your team to solve current problems and prevent future ones.

GaMEP will help you:

- Train your organization on lean principles and how kaizen events help with continuous improvement.
- Assess your current situation to identify opportunities.
- Gather cross-functional teams to establish and execute plans through kaizen events.
- Learn to monitor and improve upon results.

By implementing a kaizen event, you will:

Encourage Team Building    Solve Problems Quickly    Improve Continually

gamep.org
**Kaizen in Action**

Industrial Automation Company Finds Solutions Using Lean Tools

"GaMEP has helped us do in less than a year the things that we tried to do for years and couldn't get done. The proof is in the pudding. On-time performance is up, lead times are beginning to go down, and setups are now being done in a fraction of the time. That's measurable."

Operations Manager, Groov-Pin

"We set up two kaizen events, in both the coating department and the rolling department. Productivity went through the roof and morale is high."

Plant Manager, Tara Materials

---

**Why Work with GaMEP?**

Our goals are simple and impactful:

- Understand the current state of your company.
- Learn about your future goals.
- Teach your team to utilize tools and strategies to meet the needs of your organization.
- Advance your company's competitiveness and ensure a sustainable future for manufacturing in Georgia.

Each of our services resides in one of the following four key strategic solutions pillars within the GaMEP Organizational Excellence framework:

- Business Health
- Organizational Alignment
- Leadership Development
- Forward Thinking

---

**What Sets GaMEP Apart**

Every year, GaMEP works with more than 1,000 manufacturers to implement on-site projects, conduct training, and connect manufacturers to Georgia Tech resources and our partners throughout the state. We do this through:

- Federal and state funds that help offset the cost to Georgia manufacturers, making your investment more powerful.
- Access to locally based project managers that have years of experience developing and implementing best practices for manufacturers.
- Immediate and long-term solutions that increase top-line growth and reduce bottom-line costs throughout your organization.

Service areas include: process improvement, quality, robotics, business strategy, technology integration, ISO management systems, energy, sustainability, safety integration, and more.

---

**See what all the “Buzz” is about.**

**Connect with GaMEP**

- gamep@innovate.gatech.edu
- 404-385-0630

---

The pillars are interconnected to maximize effectiveness. If you have multiple areas to address, request an Organizational Excellence assessment.